
Lupton’s Laugh & Learn Issue for November 10, 2008  

____________________________________________________ 

Thought for Today  
 

There is not one blade of grass; there is no color in this world that is not intended to make us rejoice. 
  

John Calvin  

____________________________________________________ 
 

The Learn  

  

Elections/Voting/Politics (USA) 
  
1. John never votes for Republican ________.  [candidates or runners] 
2. Who won the ________ in your state?  [choice  or election] 
3. Who did you vote ________?  [for or on] 
4. The election ________ are in = We now know the election ________ [responses or results] 
5. George Bush won all the states in the South = George Bush ________ the South. [swept or collected] 
6. A ________ is when one candidate wins an election by a large percentage. [sweep or landslide] 
7. How many ________ can a US president serve? A US president is allowed to serve two ________. 

[turns or terms] 
8. If something "hangs in the balance" it is ________. [decided or undecided] 
9. The Democrats won a large number of ________ in the Senate. [chairs or seats] 
10. It is important that all the ________ are counted. [vote or votes] 

 
Check you answers at end of Laugh and Learn 

________________________________________________ 

 The Link 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x23vh6IH6WQ 

 
Funny Moments in the 2008 Election [for those still interested] 

_____________________________________________ 

 
The Laugh  
 

 My young grandson called the other day to wish me Happy Birthday. He asked me how old I was, and I 
told him, "62."  

  

He was quiet for a moment, and then he asked, "Did you start at 1?"  

  

--------  
  

A little girl was typing away on her grandfather's word processor. She told him she was writing a story.  

  

"What's it about?" he asked.  

  

"I don't know," she replied. "I can't read." 

-------- 

Classic American Elephant Jokes 
  

Q: How do you tell if there is an elephant in your refrigerator? 
A: Look for his footprints in the cheesecake. 
  
Q: How do you tell if there are two elephants in your refrigerator? 
A: Look for two sets of footprints side by side. 
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x23vh6IH6WQ


 Q: How do you tell if there are three elephants in your refrigerator? 
A: The door won't close. 
   
Q: How many giraffes will fit in the refrigerator? 
A: None: there are already too many elephants in there. 
 
Q: Why did the elephant wear dark sunglasses? 
A: So he wouldn't be recognized. 
   
Q: What did Tarzan say when the elephant came up over the hill? 
A: Nothing. He didn't recognize the elephant because he was wearing dark sunglasses. 
 
Q: What's the difference between an elephant and a plum?  
A: Their color.  
 
Q: What did Tarzan say to Jane when he saw the elephants coming?  
A: Here come the elephants.  
 
Q: What did Jane say to Tarzan when she saw the elephants coming?  
A: Here come the plums; she was color blind.  
 
Q: How can you tell that an elephant is in the bathtub with you?  
A: By the smell of peanuts on its breath.  
 

  

Halloween some place in the Czech Republic 

___________________________________________ 

Elections/Voting/Politics (USA) Check your answers 

1. Candidates   2. Election   3. For    4. Results   5. Swept   6. Landslide   7. Terms                     8.   
Undecided   9. Seats   10. Votes 
 

TO SUBSCRIBE [OR UNSUBSCRIBE ] TO LUPTON’S LAUGH AND LEARN, CLICK REPLY AND 
TYPE YOUR REQUEST IN THE SUBJECT LINE. You may forward Laugh and Lift to a friend.   


